
AFM- Modification $2,995
Add 2 more channels of FM hi-fi audio to the UVW and PVW
series Betacam VCR's

4-track high performance audio capability.●   

100% BVW audio compatibility●   

Provides 4-track audio output to digitize for non-linear
bays.

●   

 

 

AFM216UVW

Enhance your low cost and economical
UVW or PVW series Betacam to become
fully compatible with the audio capability

of the professional BVW Betacam
player/recorder, and enjoy the same high

quality audio performance at
tremendous savings.

Purchase an already enhanced UVW or
PVW and retain the original

manufacturer's warranty on the VCR. 
Intermix them with your high end BVW
machines in the system and retain the

high quality audio results without
sacrificing any of your operational

flexibility.

AFM216PVW

 

The module requires no external power
supply.  All logic and power

requirements are derived from within the
VTR.  Connection to the host VTR is via

one 32 way colored ribbon cable and
associated IDC connector.  Removal of

the unit for routine VTR maintenance and
head cleaning could not be made more
simple, just unsnap the single ribbon

cable and remove the module as if
removing the original top cover.

 

The AFM 216 upgrade option for the Sony PVW series of Betacam SP VTR's
enables the recording and playback of two high quality FM audio tracks thereby
providing enhanced audio facilities and improved compatibility with the
professional BVW range of VTR.

 



For non-linear editing this option enables the digitizing and auto conforming of
four audio tracks from a relatively cheap industrial VTR.  Modules are available for
the entire range of PVW & UVW VTR's.  They come as an easy to install kit or can
be fitted at our factory for a small additional cost.

 
The option replaces the top cover and adds only 1U to the overall height of the
VTR. Great care has been taken to aesthetically balance the overall appearance
and not to detract from the VTR's own rather sleek appearance.

 

 

Specifications
Operational

 

Frequency Response 20HZ to 20 KHz +/1 1dB
Noise CCIR 468-3 -61 dB (peak weighted)
Crosstalk Better than 69 dB at 1 KHz
Distortion Better than 0.16 at 1 KHz at +8 dB
Phase Difference Better than 6 deg 1 KHz-20 KHz
Wow and Flutter Better than 0.02%
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